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Abstract
Stories can be used as an effective way of teaching. Well-prepared stories are easily remembered by learners. Whereby learning is more permanent. Digital narration, formed by technology, can be used not only in classroom but in distance education. In Digital Narration, in order to make a short film you can use the text, graph, vocalization records, video and music etc. of specific story or if necessary all of these can be used. In Open Learning System we can also benefit from digital narration. You can submit ready stories to students or make them prepare stories about various topics in order to reinforce the learning. It is possible to say that the stories, which are prepared in open-university system, are going on the same direction with "we are learning" approach. In this research the contribution of digital narrations used in Open Learning System is analysed and explained. As a result: the use of digital narration in open university system revealed that it develops learners skills in many areas from motivation to collaborative working skill and helps their permanent.
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